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P I’m not a scientist – duh
! Just an aspiring society page columnist

PAren’t you supposed to be hearing from scientists?
! Yes, but...

PMy job – to create the context for the science presentations
you’ll hear in the future

Why Me?
An existential start to this presentation
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The Charture Institute
Founded in 2001 to examine PEAS (Places of Ecological and 

Aesthetic Significance), places such as resort and national
park gateway communities.  In practice, a three-legged stool.

Charture

I n s t i t u t e
C h a r t i n g  t h e  F u t u r e

Founding Hypothesis
Resorts & gateways are growing and changing more rapidly than the nation as
a whole. They share this and other qualities, but aren’t learning from each other.

PEAS

Leg 1:
Research

Sustaining Jackson Hole

Leg 2:
Action

Leg 3:
Funding

The Jackson Hole Paradox - I
Since 1993, Jackson Hole’s summer tourism has been flat...
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The Jackson Hole Paradox – II
...yet our population and economy have boomed
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1. Because people want to live in Jackson Hole
    – Most people live here because they choose to,                    
       not because they have to (for work or the like)
    – This is the place on earth they really want to be

2. Because they can
    – The link between where people work and where they live    
       is becoming increasingly severed
    – Six Basic Changes are driving this. The Six Basic Changes 
      are affecting not just JH, but all “nice” places to live
         i. Technology             ii. Economy        iii. Transportation   
         iv. Mores                    v. Values
         vi.  Decline in perceived quality of urban life

Charture: Leg 1 – Research
Why is Jackson Hole Changing?

Two basic reasons
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Charture: Leg 2 – Action
Sustaining Jackson Hole

The goal: to sustain the entire community, in all its facets

Ag.
Arts

Business/
Economy

Civic
Affairs

Education

Environment
Human

Services

Land Use

Philanthropy

Recreation

Resource
Use

Transp.

Sustaining Jackson Hole

PSustaining Jackson Hole: A different take on “sustainability”

Exactly What Is Sustainability?
Sustainability and Sustaining Jackson Hole

Sustaining Jackson Hole
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The number of results you get when you Google*...
• Yellowstone – 9,680,000
• Jackson Hole – 14,700,000
• Patagonia – 14,900,000

• health care reform – 23,000,000
• sustainable development – 24,100,000

• sex aids – 26,300,000
• sustainability – 29,300,000

• sustainable – 61,100,000
• confusion – 64,400,000

• truth – 234,000,000
• energy – 430,000,000
• green – 723,000,000                         * as of August 11, 2009

Why a Different Take on Sustainability?
“Sustainability”: the Rorschach blot for our time

PCurrently, nearly all successful sustainability efforts involve...
! Increase efficiency
! Decrease toxicity
! Local food

PLinking current efforts together are two qualities linking their
results
! They can be quantified
! They can be monetized

Why a Different Take on Sustainability?
The current ones lack rigor
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PClearly identifies the qualities it wants to pass on to future
generations; 

PUnambiguously defines those qualities; and 
PSystematically acts to pass on those qualities
   (i.e. systematically acts to sustain them).

Striving Toward Meaningful Sustainability
For Sustaining Jackson Hole,

a sustainable community is one that:

PWhere Are You?
! i.e. Data – what do you actually know about your Area of Interest?

PWhere Do You Want to Be?
! i.e. Ideal – what would you like the future to look like for your Area of

Interest?
PHow Will You Get There?
! i.e. Actions – what steps can the community and organizations in
  the Area of Interest take to move closer to Ideal?

The Sustaining Jackson Hole Process
Each group uses the same methodolgy (3 basic questions)
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PMany Mission Statements are Weak, Imprecise
PSt. John’s Hospital’s Mission Statement
! “St. John's creates a healing environment, with a passionate commitment

to healthcare excellence.”
PA Statement of Ideal for a Hospital
! “Every patient, every time, will receive exactly the care they need, at

exactly the right time, with no waste, in an atmosphere of complete safety
for everyone involved: patients, providers, and family members.”

PWhat distinguishes Statements of Ideal from Mission, Vision,
and Values Statements?
! Aspirational and Operational
< Unambiguous (“Passionate commitment” v. “No waste”)
< Binary (Did it happen?  Yes or no?)
< Lends itself to measurement (“Excellence” v. “Complete safety”)

• If something can’t be measured, it can’t be evaluated;
   if it can’t be evaluated, it can’t be improved

Orienting Toward Ideal
The Statement of Ideal:

A Mission Statement with Rigor + Day-to-Day Usefulness

PA good Statement of Ideal is aspirational and operational:
unambiguous, binary, and lends itself to measurement

P Theme 1 – Maintain viable populations of all native species; and preserve the
natural, scenic, and agricultural resources that define Teton County’s character.

P Theme 2 – Meet the human needs of the community in locations identified for
development.

P Theme 3 – Residents and visitors will continue to rely on Jackson as the center of
the community and primary location for jobs, housing, shopping, etc. 

P Theme 4 – Remain a community first and resort second by ensuring that at least
65% of the community workforce lives in Teton County, Wyoming.

P Theme 5 – The community will remain a community first and resort second by
balancing its commercial, resort, and housing growth.

P Theme 6 – Reduce resident and visitor reliance on single occupancy vehicles while
still allowing safe, efficient, and economic travel.

P Theme 7 – Residents will receive timely, efficient, and safe delivery of quality
services and facilities.

Comp Plan and Statements of Ideal
“A” for intent; a generous “Gentleman’s C” for execution
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PEach Working Group developed a Statement of Ideal for its
Area of Interest
! Environment

• Human activities in Teton County will allow for viable populations of all native
species, and the preservation of all natural scenic vistas

! Business & Economy
< Teton County’s business community will support:

• Those economic activities which allow for viable 
    populations of all native plant and animal species, 
    and preservation of all natural scenic vistas; and
• Consistent, reliable, and affordable access to
   Jackson Hole

PAll Working Groups’ efforts were combined
  into the State of Our Community book
PDozens of “mini-Summits” – like professional
   conferences focused on one Area of Interest
   (e.g. Arts or Environment)

Outcomes of Sustaining Jackson Hole
Statements of Ideal; “State of Our Community;” mini-Summits

PStatement of Ideal
! Human activities in Teton County will allow for viable populations of all

native species, and the preservation of all natural scenic vistas
PBasic frustration
! Policy makers don’t understand science and scientists
! Scientists don’t understand policy-making and policy makers

PRather than simply complain, do something positive
! February 2008 – half-day Environment mini-Summit
! November 2008 – letter from group to public officials

Environment Working Group
A group of scientists, policy makers, and activists

meeting since 2004
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PThree specific goals
! Help scientists better understand the policy-making process and the

types of information policy makers need from environmental scientists. 
! Help policy makers better understand both the environmental science

process and the information scientists can (and cannot) provide.
! Lay the foundation for a long-term working partnership between

environmental scientists and policy makers.
< This partnership will produce studies both sides feel are important, scientists

feel are valid, and policy makers feel are timely and useful.

PTwo success criteria
! Knowledge – Participants gain a better understanding of the realities (i.e.

the strengths and limitations) of the “other guy’s” processes and products.
! Action step – Participants identify at least one local environmental issue

both sides agree is important, and which can be studied in a way both
scientists and policy makers find timely, meaningful, and useful.  
< Once the issue is identified, scientists will agree to define and perform a valid

study, then work with policy makers to integrate the study’s findings with the
subsequent decision-making process.

February 28, 2008 mini-Summit
Three goals; two success criteria

PPolicy makers and scientists have different language, needs
! What policy makers need from scientists – an appreciation of governance
< Precision – answers that lend themselves to a definitive “yea-or-nay” vote
< Temporal – development proposals are driven by a” time-is-money” timeframe

! What scientists need from policy makers – an appreciation of science
< Precision – nature is imprecise; studying it involves tremendous uncertainties 
< Temporal – studying nature requires multi-seasonal time frames 

PScience
! Is not...
< Simply a collection of facts 
< Without uncertainty.  
< An encyclopedia with the answers to every question (or even most questions). 

! Is...
< A verb – something you do; a way of knowing; an endeavor.
< Basic to our human nature; our ultimate tool for understanding the world
< A simple six-part process:
    1. Ask a question and form a hypothesis      2.  Design an investigation
    3.  Collect data      4. Analyze data      5. Draw conclusions
    6.  Share results (which usually results in more questions)

November 2008 Letter re. Plan
The fundamental dilemma: Newtonian v. quantum physics



PThe Planning/Science partnership
! Probem – Questions science can effectively answer depend on how

those questions are posed and how the resulting study is designed. 
! Problem – Science has a hard time answering questions which require a

relatively immediate response, and those which are posed piecemeal.
! Opportunity – Scientists can be asked to develop hypotheses and

research programs for both current and future land-use scenarios
PPrioritized Next Steps
! Create a joint County/Town Environment Board with three foci
< Develop/oversee strategies & actions for moving consistently closer to Ideal.
< Consider how individual projects and policies affect the pursuit of Ideal 
< At least annually, report on the community’s progress toward Ideal. 

! Create a county-wide vegetation map
< The cornerstone of all habitat assessment, which is the key to wildlife health

! Create one or more Environment positions within local government
< Support position similar to Pathways, Energy Efficiency, etc.

! Develop a methodology and tools to evaluate “cumulative impact”
< Currently, only piecemeal analysis, which is at odds with good science

November 2008 Letter re. Plan (cont.)
Goal: help community achieve “viable populations” ideal
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November 5, 2008

The Teton County, Wyoming Board of County Commissioners and Planning Director
The Jackson, Wyoming Mayor, Town Council and Planning Director

Dear Commissioners, Mr. Mayor, Councilors, and Planning Directors,

On behalf of the Sustaining Jackson Hole Environment Working Group, please find
attached a document outlining the group’s suggestions for helping better integrate environmental
science into the land use planning and policy making process.  

The group’s hope is that this paper will help the entire community move closer to the
proposed Comprehensive Plan’s stated ideal of: “Maintain viable populations of all native
species, preserve scenic vistas, and use resources in the most efficient way possible.” 

Thank you for consideration of the group’s views.

Very truly yours,

Jonathan Schechter
Executive Director



Applying Science to Land Use Planning in the Jackson Hole region:
Fundamental Principles, Considerations, and Recommendations

Sustaining Jackson Hole Environment Working Group
November, 2008

Introduction

The Sustaining Jackson Hole Environment Working Group (SJH-E) is composed of
environmental scientists, advocates, activists, and others interested in sustaining the environmental
quality of the Tetons region.  It has been meeting intermittently since 2004 to discuss issues of mutual
concern.  

In 2008 the group invited local planning officials to participate in a SJH-E mini-Summit.  The
goal of the session was to give both sides a better sense of each other’s views, work, focus, and the
like.  This paper builds on that and subsequent discussions.

During the course of several meetings, SJH-E group members and policy makers  consistently
and frequently expressed concern that, when it comes to environmental policy making in the Jackson
Hole area, there has been a gulf between science and policy.  Grossly oversimplified, the concern is
that scientists believe policy makers do not incorporate good science into their decisions, and that
policy makers believe scientists do not conduct studies relevant to the issues policy makers face.  This
perceived gulf was viewed as especially problematic in light of the current effort to update the
Town-County Comprehensive Land Use Plan (Comprehensive Plan).

Further informing the mini-Summit and subsequent discussions was the fact that there is broad
agreement in the greater Jackson Hole community that the number one priority of the updated
Comprehensive Plan should be maintaining wildlife and their habitat.  To help address this priority, this
document outlines an approach for applying science to land use planning in the Jackson Hole region.

This joint science-planning approach will focus on the first theme of the Comprehensive Plan:
“Promote Stewardship of Wildlife Habitat and other Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Resources.” 
In particular, it will focus on helping the community work toward that theme’s Statement of Ideal:
“Maintain viable populations of all native species, preserve scenic vistas, and use resources in the
most efficient way possible.”  This same approach can also help effect the other Statements of Ideal
specified elsewhere in the Comprehensive Plan.

The Comprehensive Plan and the Sustaining Jackson Hole Environment Working Group:
Working Toward Ideal

When Sustaining Jackson Hole began in 2004, it divided life in Teton County into 12 “Areas of
Interest,” and formed a “Working Group” for each.  In turn, for its respective Area of Interest, each
Working Group was asked to create a “Statement of Ideal,” a statement which uses specific,
unambiguous, and measurable language to describe an ideal future.  The Environment Working
Group’s Statement of Ideal was: “Human activities in Teton County will allow for viable populations of
all native species, and unimpeded natural scenic vistas.”  This language has become the cornerstone
of the first theme (the “Stewardship” theme) of the updated Comprehensive Plan.

Since crafting this statement, the SJH-E Working Group has gone on to consider how Teton
County might achieve its Ideal of sustaining “...viable populations of all native species.”  The group
has done so recognizing that, rather than a goal to be reached, a Statement of Ideal is better viewed
as a pole star to be continuously pursued.  The group also recognizes that even attempting to
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maintain viable populations of all local native species will be a Herculean task, one which will involve
harnessing the resources and skills of individuals and organizations in the public, private, and
non-profit sectors.

As the community embarks on its pursuit of this Ideal, the SJH-E group hopes to aid the
process by offering the perspectives of scientists actively involved in studying and working with Teton
County’s ecosystems. In particular, this paper offers three ways scientists can help Teton County
begin its process of maintaining viable populations of all native species:

1. Suggest what policy-makers can – and, critically, cannot – expect science and
scientists to tell them about land use decisions.

2. Describe a process for more thoughtfully incorporating current and future scientific
information into local land use decisions. 

3. Within that process, begin to identify and prioritize the research necessary for policy
makers to make better science-based land use decisions.

Background – The Fundamental Dilemma

In the past, there have been misunderstandings between policy makers and scientists
regarding science and land use decisions. However, with the formation of SJH-E, policy makers and
scientists have begun the process of coming together to work on joint solutions.

At the core of many of the past misunderstandings has been a fundamental difference
between policy making and science.  Simply put, policy decisions are the end result of a finite
process: After a period of deliberation, a definitive vote is taken, and a proposal is either approved or
denied.  In contrast, good science is an on-going process, with additional information always being
added and conclusions often being re-examined.

By extension, what policy makers need from science is not only answers that lend themselves
to a definitive “yea-or-nay” vote, but answers provided in a time frame in sync with the “time-is-money”
nature of development proposals.  In contrast, what scientists need from policy makers is an
appreciation of both the uncertainties inherent in studying nature, and the multi-seasonal time frames
needed to do good nature-related science.

What Science Is, Isn’t, and Could Be

At the SJH-E mini-Summit in February, 2008, Doug Wachob, a Ph.D ecologist and
then-director of the Conservation Research Center of the Teton Science Schools, gave an address
describing what science isn’t, is, and could be.  The purpose of his talk was to begin closing the gulf
between science and planning in the Tetons region.  This section is drawn from his talk.

What Science Is Not

• Science has been taught not just as a collection of facts, but as a collection of facts
without uncertainty.  It is neither.

• Even the best science is filled with uncertainty.  Further, even the best science often
cannot provide an extremely precise answer to a particular question.

• Science is not an encyclopedia you can take off the shelf, dust off, and use to find
answers to your questions.  Nor is it a collection of reports in a planner’s office with a
tidy table of contents that allows the planner to have every question answered.
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What Science Is 

• Science is a verb.
• Science is something you do; a way of knowing, an endeavor, a process.
• Science is basic to our human nature and our ultimate means of understanding the

world around us.
• Science is simple; a process of six basic sequential steps:

1.  Ask a question and form a hypothesis
2.  Design an investigation
3.  Collect data
4.  Analyze data
5.  Draw conclusions
6.  Share results (which usually results in more questions)

The Planning/Science Partnership

Science can clearly make significant contributions to the land use planning process.  However,
when making land use policy-related requests of scientists, it is important for policy makers to keep in
mind the following.

• Questions science can effectively answer depend in many ways on how the questions
are posed and how the resulting study is designed.  

Research takes time – how much time depends on the processes being studied, the
questions being asked, and how much light already-published research can shed on
the questions being considered.

In asking questions of science and scientists, policy makers must also keep in mind a
very important reality: Science does not “prove” something to be true.  Instead,
research results support or refute a particular hypothesis, and do so with a particular
level of confidence.

There is a practical consequence of this reality for policy making.  While existing
literature may allow scientists to formulate hypotheses regarding questions on subjects
such as development locations, densities, cumulative impacts, and the like, these will
be only hypothetical answers; i.e. answers not confirmed by hypothesis-specific
research.  As a result, while existing research can shed general light on a specific
question, achieving a particular level of precision regarding that question requires
hypothesis-testing through the six-step process outlined above.

• Science has a hard time answering questions which require a relatively immediate
response, and those which are posed piece-meal.

Traditionally, these two realities have been a sticking point for using science in the
planning process.  

For instance, while the Natural Resource Overlay may suggest that a particular
development proposal needs additional natural resource review, there is rarely
sufficient time or resources available for scientists to answer specific questions about
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specific proposals.  Similarly, a particular development proposal may have
environmental implications for an area larger than the parcel in question.  

In such cases and many others, rendering a policy decision in a time frame which treats
a property owner fairly may make it difficult, if not impossible, to do good parcel-specific
science.  When such conflicts occur, planners are often left with little solid information,
and in turn must inform their decisions with less scientifically-valid information (such as
personal opinions from state and local agency staff members).

• Scientists can be asked to develop hypotheses and research programs for both current
and future land-use scenarios

Such scenarios can be developed by both planners (“growth is likely to occur in these
places”) and scientists (“current research suggests there may be problems with species
found in these locations”), whether working alone or together.  Over time, developing a
program of formulating and testing such scenarios can make the planning process
easier for policy makers, and help better integrate applicable science into that process.

A Proposed Solution: Prioritized Next Steps

The challenges outlined above are real and significant, but can be successfully addressed.  To
do so, however, will require both policy makers and scientists to understand and respect each others’
needs; by extension, it will require both parties to modify their current approaches to one another. 
However, both parties have significant incentives for making this effort: To address the community’s
desire to have viable populations of all native species, policy makers want to make their land use
decisions based on the best-possible science; to ensure their research affects land use decisions,
scientists want to make sure their work is understood by, and of importance to, policy makers.

Step 1 – Create a joint County/Town Environment Board

The Environment Board would be similar to other bodies which make recommendations to the
electeds (e.g. the planning, energy efficiency, pathways, and recycling boards).  Like those bodies,
the Environment Board will be an appointed, volunteer committee of people interested in the field; in
this case, the Environment Board would be comprised of scientists and others knowledgeable about
the area’s environment.  The Sustaining Jackson Hole Environment Working Group has laid a
relevant foundation for this effort, and could facilitate its establishment.

Symbolically, the Environment Board would provide formal recognition that the “...viable
populations of all native species” Statement of Ideal is important to the community and integral to the
Comprehensive Plan.  It would also provide a formal link between the planning staffs and the
community’s existing environmental resources.

As with other such bodies, in order to be effective, the Environment Board would need not only
formal recognition by the County and Town governments, but also formal logistical support.   This
would include dedicated staff contacts (e.g., in the Planning Departments), and a minimal budget to
cover the board’s administrative costs (e.g. preparing board packets).

The Board would meet at least monthly, and have a three-part mission:
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1. Develop and oversee a strategy and action plan for helping the County and Town move
consistently closer to Ideal.

2. Consider how individual projects and policies affect the community’s pursuit of Ideal; in
particular, how such projects and policies fit into the strategies and action plans
developed by the Board.

3. At least annually, report on the community’s progress toward Ideal. 

Step 2 – Create a county-wide vegetation map

Because the health of the county’s wildlife can ultimately be no better than the health of its
vegetation, the Board’s first goal should be to facilitate the preparation of a vegetation map for the
county.  This tool will, in turn, serve as the cornerstone of a habitat map. 

The county GIS system provides a foundation for this effort, which should also incorporate new
(< 5 years old) vegetation maps made on surrounding public lands (e.g., Bridger-Teton National
Forest, Grand Teton National Park, and the National Elk Refuge).  In addition, the Teton Conservation
District has been collaborating with various public and private entities to gather very detailed elevation
and vegetation data in portions of the valley.

This effort will cost some undetermined sum, the funds for which the Environment Board
should help identify and pursue.  Because of the symbolism involved, the Town and County should be
willing to partially fund such a mapping effort.

Step 3  – Create one or more Environment positions within local government

A County/Town Environmental Scientist would be a staff position similar to those created for
Pathways, Energy Efficiency, etc.  As with these other positions, the staff Environment position(s)
would provide support for effecting the Ideal-oriented planning and research steps developed by the
Environment Board and electeds.

Step 4 – Develop a methodology and tools to evaluate “cumulative impact”

In order for Teton County to move closer to its Ideal of having viable populations of all native
species, the SJH-E Working Group believes the community must have a far better understanding of
the cumulative impacts of the many piece-meal land use decisions the community has made, and will
continue to make every year.  In overall importance, understanding cumulative impacts ranks second
only to having a base vegetation/habitat map (and these two projects could be pursued
simultaneously).

Because of the coordination efforts required, efforts to understand cumulative impacts should
be led by the Town/County Environmental Scientist, in collaboration with the Environment Board.

Initial efforts should include identification of existing “cumulative impact” tools used elsewhere
(if any such examples can be found), and evaluation of their applicability to Teton County (i.e. do not
re-invent the wheel).   Based on this evaluation, next steps specific to Teton County’s situation could
be identified and pursued.
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Step 5 – Coordinate with other agencies and organizations

Begin to coordinate, with other agencies and organizations, approaches and uses of the
vegetation map and cumulative impact assessment tools.

Having an Environment staff and an Environment Board will allow formalized, efficient
communication and coordination between land use policy makers and private developers, state and
federal agencies, and others whose individual projects cumulatively affect wildlife and habitat.  

For example, over the next decade, WYDoT’s planned construction projects in Teton County
hold huge potential to significantly affect wildlife and habitat.  To ensure that these projects align with
Ideal, the County and Town can look to the Environment Board and staff scientist(s) to guide their
recommendations to, cooperation with, and oversight of, WYDoT.

Conclusion

Through the updated Comprehensive Plan, Teton County and the Town of Jackson have an
opportunity to pursue an Ideal – viable populations of all native species – not only in keeping with the
community’s desires, but which will benefit the community for generations to come.

In order to successfully pursue this ideal, however, the community’s planning effort needs to
formally incorporate the use of science into planning.  Formation of an Environment Board and hiring
a staff Environmental scientist(s) will form this necessary link connecting science and planning,
allowing local government to identify, develop, and use the foundational information and tools they
need to make planning decisions aligned with Ideal.  While these steps alone will not ensure Teton
County can maintain viable populations of all native species, they are necessary first steps toward
pursuing this Ideal.


